
CONGRATULATIONS!
Thank you for choosing Relzon IR Window Film for your vehicle! It’s time to enjoy all of the added benefits that 
work to keep you and your passengers safe from the elements, while also giving your vehicle a fresh look and 
feel. In order to keep your new window film in great working condition for years to come, it is best to follow a set 
of simple aftercare steps.

POST-INSTALLATION CURING PROCESS
Once Relzon IR Window Film has been installed by an authorized installation facility, it is crucial to understand 
the handling requirements for the first few days after the car has been received.

Do Not Roll Windows Down for 48-72 Hours After Installation
Although the film has bonded initially to the windows of your vehicle, it will still take 3-5 days to fully cure 
depending on ambient temperature and environmental conditions. It is best to avoid rolling windows down for the 
first 2-3 days to prevent damage to the window film and allow the material to adhere fully to the glass.

Haze, Residue, Streaks, and Other Visible Effects
Please note that a slip solution is used during the installation of your new window film and there may be small 
amounts of water leftover post-install. This may result in temporary haze, streaks, or minor texture that will go 
away completely once the water evaporates and the film bonds fully to the glass. Do not attempt to remove any 
leftover water from beneath the film to avoid unwanted damage.
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Your new Relzon IR Window Film is designed to perform optimally and deliver all of the amazing benefits it has 
to offer. In order to maintain the integrity and functionality of the film, it is best to understand the correct approach 
to maintenance and aftercare. Before you start, it is crucial to understand which products to use, and which ones 
to avoid. Only use Non-Ammonia based window cleaners on your new Relzon IR Window Film as ammonia
can cause the film to slowly degrade over time causing unpleasant effects such as hazing, fading, cracking, on 
top of reducing the performance of the film. *Using cleaning agents such as Windex or any other ammonia based 
cleaners will result in the manufacture warranty being voided.*
 - Do not clean your windows for at least 5-7 days after installation to allow the film sufficient time to bond. 
   After the first 5-7 days, you may clean your windows with light pressure for the 2-3 weeks. Be careful 
   around any film edges until the first full month has passed.
 - Ensure that windows are cool to the touch before cleaning
 - Recommended Cleaning Supplies: Inozetek Glass Cleaner or comparable product, Premium Microfiber Towels
 - Avoid swinging your seatbelt into windows when exiting the vehicle. Avoid heavy contaminant buildup 
   around the window seals to avoid damaging film when rolling windows up/down. Do not rub windows 
   with any sharp objects.

CLEANING PROCESS
Step 1: Shake bottle of Inozetek Glass Cleaner or comparable product and spray a fine mist onto the glass surface.
Step 2: Use one side of a premium microfiber towel to clean the window.
Step 3: Use the dry side of your microfiber towel to wipe any remaining residue off of the window. If streaks are 
  visible, use a new unused microfiber to wipe them away.
Step 4: Repeat this process on both sides of the remaining windows.

For any questions pertaining to aftercare and 
warranty information, please contact:

Relzon IR Window Film
4181 Temple City Blvd. Ste B, Rosemead, CA 91770
E-mail: info@relzonirwindowfilm.com
Phone: (626)-360-8889
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